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A significant portion of Zhanjiang City’s ecological land areas have been reduced 
as a result of the city’s growing urbanization, which has caused the city’s 
ecological environment quality to decline. In order to monitor the quality of the 
ecological environment, the remote sensing ecological index (RSEI) is frequently 
utilized. In this study, the Landsat series satellite images from 2000, 2005, 2009, 
2015, and 2020 were used. The Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI), 
Wetness (WET), Normalized Differential Build-up and bare Soil Index (NDBSI), 
and Land Surface Temperature (LST) were the four indicators utilized in the 
RSEI to quantitatively evaluate the changes in ecological environment quality in 
Zhanjiang City. The results are as follows. (1) The mean RSEI values for the years 
2000, 2005, 2009, 2015, and 2020 are, respectively, 0.579, 0.597, 0.597, 0.607, 
and 0.601. In addition, the overall ecological environment of Zhanjiang is very 
good. In terms of spatial differences, the ecological environment quality in the 
central and southeastern parts of Zhanjiang is significantly higher than that in 
other areas, while the ecological environment quality in its coastal town areas 
is much worse. The lower RSEI index of developed land in coastal areas proves 
that the RSEI index can reflect the deterioration of the urban environment in 
coastal areas from 2000 to 2020. Therefore, the RSEI can be used to evaluate the 
ecological environment quality of Zhanjiang City. (2) The ecological environment 
changes in the study area are “substantially better,” “better,” “no change,” “worse,” 
and “much worse,” respectively, according to the difference in RSEI processed 
between 2000 and 2020. These changes were 38.38, 6,047, 13.93, 6.65, and 
34.58%. The percentage of ecological environmental quality in Zhanjiang City that 
has become better is higher than that has become worse. This indicates that the 
quality of ecological environment in Zhanjiang City has improved between 2000 
and 2020. (3) The regression produced the following equation for the association, 
which was significant at the 0.053 level: 100*Rsei = 154.69–1.18*IS(R = 0.66). The 
remote sensing ecological index for Zhanjiang in 2035 is 0.488 when the city’s 
planned population and area are added together.
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1. Introduction

Ecosystem quality is closely related to human beings and is the 
material basis for human survival and social development, so it is of 
great practical significance to monitor and evaluate ecosystem quality. 
In recent years, remote sensing technology has been widely used for 
ecological environment monitoring with its advantages of multi-
directional, large range, long time series and low cost (Rai, 2013; 
Matco-Caria et al., 2018), but most of the traditional remote sensing 
ecological evaluation methods are based on a single indicator for 
monitoring, which does not reveal the ecosystem changes 
comprehensively (Qin et al., 2023).

Therefore, Ministry of Environmental Protection (2005) proposed 
the Ecological Environment Index (EI) based on remote sensing 
technology in 2005. It was proposed to quantitatively analyze the quality 
of the ecological environment from six aspects, such as biology, 
vegetation, land and human activities. This method is difficult to obtain 
statistical data, and the assignment of ecological index weights is more 
subjective (2015). On this basis, Xu et al. (2013) proposed the Remote 
Sensing Environment Index (RSEI) to evaluate the ecological quality of 
Fuzhou City in 2013, using the Normalized Differential Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) to represent the greenness component, the tasseled cap 
transformation (TCT) to represent the Wetness (WET), Land Surface 
Temperature (LST) and Normalized Differential Build-up and bare Soil 
Index (NDBSI). And combined with Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) to establish a remote sensing ecological index model for rapid 
quantitative analysis of the regional ecological environment. This 
algorithm is simpler to calculate, easier to obtain data sources, and can 
objectively reflect the quality of the regional ecological environment. 
Therefore, this method has been widely used in a variety of scenarios 
(Gao et al., 2020; Nong and Wang, 2020; Miao and Liang, 2021; Wu et al., 
2021; Ji et  al., 2022). In the subsequent research on remote sensing 
ecological index, scholars proposed MSRE, IRSEI and ERSEI, which are 
improved versions of remote sensing ecological index models adapted to 
different geographic environments, according to the changes of 
geographic environments in the study area, such as: cities, villages, 
forests, wetlands, islands, deserts, loess lands, mining areas, etc. (Jiang 
et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2021).

Zhanjiang is subject to the interaction of fresh and brackish water as 
well as land and sea, therefore, Zhanjiang is characterized by rich 
biodiversity as well as complex and diverse wetland types, such as 
mangrove wetlands, mudflat wetlands, etc. (Xu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 
2018). However, along with the development of socio-economic and 
urbanization processes, the increasingly frequent reclamation projects 
have caused some damage to the ecological environment of coastal areas, 
resulting in some coastal areas becoming typical ecologically fragile and 
sensitive areas, causing habitat destruction, resource reduction and 
landscape degradation. At present, there is a lack of research on the long 
time series monitoring of the ecological environment in Zhanjiang City, 
and it is necessary to study the spatial and temporal changes in ecological 
environment quality in Zhanjiang City.

In this paper, the Google Earth Engine (GEE) cloud platform was 
used to acquire Landsat remote sensing images for the years 2000, 2005, 
2009, 2015, and 2020. The ENVI 5.3 and ArcGIS 10.8 platforms were 
used to construct the Remote Sensing Ecological Index (RSEI) for the 
ecological pattern evaluation of Zhanjiang City, and the Spss platform 
was used to predict the ecological environment quality of Zhanjiang 
City, using the relationship between the change of impervious area and 

ecological environment quality, combined with the planned population 
and total planned area of Zhanjiang City in 2035. Ecological 
environment quality is predicted. It provides a scientific basis for the 
subsequent ecological development of Zhanjiang City, fills the gap of 
ecological environment quality evaluation in the coastal zone, and 
provides a scientific basis and sustainable development strategy to 
ensure the effective use of resources and avoid ecological risks.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The region for the research is the city of Zhanjiang, which is situated 
between latitudes 20°13′N and 21°57′N and longitudes 109°40′E and 
110°58′E. The majority of the territory is made up of peninsulas and 
islands, with Donghai Island being the sixth largest island in China. The 
region is long and width. The urban area is around 13,225 square 
kilometers in size, while the coastline is 1,556 kilometers long. It is 
surrounded by the South China Sea to the south, Maoming City to the 
east, and Beibu Gulf to the west. It is situated where the provinces of 
Guangxi, Guangdong, and Hainan converge. Its authority spans two 
counties, three county-level cities, and five districts. Its authority spans 
two counties, three county-level cities, and five districts (Figure 1). The 
area has a tropical northern monsoon climate that is mostly influenced 
by the ocean, with an average yearly temperature ranging from 22.7°C 
to 23.5°C. The wet season lasts from April to September, and the dry 
season lasts from October to March. Zhanjiang’s geography is primarily 
flat, with terraced land only making up a small fraction of the coastline 
region. The landscape has a relatively low slope of 1–4° and is typically 
high from north to south and low from east to west.

Mudflat wetlands abound in Zhanjiang, which also has China’s 
most concentrated, diverse, and sizable mangrove wetland natural 
reserve with a total size of roughly 20, 278.8 acres (Wang, 2008).

2.2. Data sources

The remote sensing images of Zhanjiang City are of poor quality 
due to the influence of clouds, so it is necessary to de-cloud/cloud 
shadow the multiview images before stitching them to obtain cloud-
free images with complete coverage of the study area. Therefore, this 
paper acquires Landsat-5 surface reflectance dataset from May 2000 
to September 2009 and the Landsat-8 surface reflectance dataset from 
May 2015 to September 2020 for the Zhanjiang city area based on GEE 
platform. And the minimum cloud image synthesis is performed to 
remove the cloudy image elements and synthesize the target year 
image with cloud-free image elements.

The land use data with a spatial resolution of 30 m in the fifth 
period were obtained from the product data (Earth System Science 
Data) of the study by Huang Xin’s team at Wuhan University (Yang 
and Huang, 2021). The administrative boundary vector data of 
Zhanjiang city districts and counties were obtained from the 
geographic state monitoring platform (Table 1).1

1 http://www.dsac.cn
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2.3. Remote sensing ecological index

2.3.1. Indicators used in RSEI
Vegetation Greenness, humidity, heat, and dryness all play 

significant roles in how humans perceive ecological conditions visually, 
and as a result, they are frequently used to evaluate ecosystems (Moran 
et al., 2004; Yuan and Bauer, 2007; Gupta et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2022). 
Based on this, Xu Hanqiu proposed RSEI, combining four crucial 
ecological factors—vegetation greenness, humidity, dryness, and heat, 
which can accurately describe the quality of the ecological environment 
(Xu et  al., 2013). Thus, this essay makes reference to his work in 
developing RSEI to evaluate the ecological environment quality of the 
city of Zhanjiang. The following are the calculation formulas for each 
ecological index.

Vegetation greenness is used to quantitatively reflect the 
information of vegetation growth status, vegetation cover and biomass 
(Li et al., 2020). The normalized differential vegetation index (NDVI) 
is used to represent vegetation greenness. The calculation formula of 
NDVI is as follows.

 
NDVI NIR Red NIR Red= −( ) +( )ρ ρ ρ ρ/

 (1)

The wet indicator (WET) is intently connected to the ecologic 
environment, which indicates the humidity of water, soil, and 
vegetation (Nong et  al., 2021). It acquired from the Tasseled Cap 
transformation (TCT). The calculation formula of WET is as follows 
and it is expressed differently by different satellite sensors (Wang 
et al., 2019).

 

WET TM Blue Green Red

NIR

( ) = + +

+ −

0 0315 0 2021 0 3102

0 1594 0 6

. . .

. .

ρ ρ ρ
ρ 8806 0 61091 2ρ ρSWIR SWIR− .  (2)

  

WET OLI Blue Green Red

NIR

( ) = + +

+ −

0 1511 0 1973 0 3283

0 3407 0

. . .

. .

ρ ρ ρ
ρ 77117 0 45591 2ρ ρSWIR SWIR− .  (3)

Heat reflects the surface temperature of an area and is closely 
related to the ecologic environment (Nichol, 2005). The land surface 
temperature (LST) is used to represent heat index.

FIGURE 1

Location of Zhanjiang City.

TABLE 1 Data sources.

Data types Resolution of 
data

Data source

Landsat5 SR 30 m Google earth engine

Landsat8 SR 30 m Google earth engine

Land use types 30 m 《30 m annual land cover and 

its dynamics in China from 

1990 to 2019》

Administrative District 

Vector Boundaries

30 m Geographical State Monitoring 

Platform
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The standard method for retrieving LST from raw Landsat 
datasets requires the conversion of the DN values of the thermal bands 
into at-satellite spectral radiance values (L6). And then into the 
at-satellite brightness temperature (T; Chander et  al., 2009). The 
calculation formula of LST, T, and L6 is as follows:

 
LST H= + ∗( ) T R T p/ / ln1

 (4)

 
T K K L= +( )2 1 6 1/ ln /

 (5)

 L gain DN bias6 = × +  (6)

The index-based built-up indicator (IBI) just reflects the situation 
of building land. Therefore, the dryness index can be declared by the 
average value of SI and IBI, called “NDBSI” (Rikimaru et al., 2002). 
The calculation formula of NDBSI, IBI, and SI are as follows:

 NDBSI IBI SI= +( ) / 2 (7)

 

IBI WIR SWIR NIR
NIR NIR Red Green
Gre

= +
− + +
{ / ( )

[ / ( )]
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2 1 1ρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ ρ
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Red G

+
+ +

+ +
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ρ ρ ρ ρ
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(8)

 

SI SWIR Red NIR Blue

SWIR Red NIR Blue

= +( ) − +( ) 
+( ) + +

ρ ρ ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ ρ
1

1/ (( )   (9)

2.3.2. Combination of the indicators
In this study, principal components analysis (PCA) was used to 

construct a remote sensing ecological index (RSEI). It couples four 
single indicators into one comprehensive index, concentrating the 
main information on the first principal component (PC1), which 
enables the RSEI to synthesize the information of the four indicators. 
The advantage of using the principal component analysis method is 
that the index weights are more objective and avoid the bias of results 
caused by weight settings that vary from person to person and from 
method to method.

Before creating the RSEI index, each index must be normalized 
such that its value is between 0 and 1, as the dimensions of the NDVI, 
WET, NDBSI, and LST are not uniform. The formula is defined 
as follows:

 ( ) ( )N min max minT /= − −T T T T  (10)

T represents the original index, Tmax and Tmin represent the 
maximal and minimal values, and TN represents normalized value.

Due to the existence of a large range of water bodies and 
wetlands in the study area, the modified Normalized difference 

Water index (MNDWI) was used to mask the water bodies in 
Zhanjiang City before the principal component analysis of the 
indicators to avoid the influence of the water bodies on the weight 
of the WET components, which in turn affects the load value 
distribution of PCA.

The principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the 
ecologic indicators of greenness, wetness, dryness, and heat obtained 
after normalization and water body masking, and ENVI software 
calculated the RSEI. The formula is showed as.

 ( )RSEI f , , ,= NDVI Wet LST NDBSI  (11)

To facilitate comparison and metrics among indicators, RSEI can 
be normalized similarly.

 ( ) ( )0 0min 0max 0min/= − −RSEI RSE RSEI RSEI RSEI  (12)

The higher the value of RSEI is, the better the quality of ecological 
environment, and vice versa, the worse the quality of 
ecological environment.

2.4. Estimation of total is area

Regional planning often takes into account population issues. 
Population growth will require more impervious developed space for 
work, living, and various social activities, which will result in the loss 
of natural landscapes such as vegetation and water, and affect the 
impact of regional planning on ecosystems and the environment. Xu 
(2013) related population density to potential IS growth area in order 
to predict the impact of the amount of population growth on the 
ecological environment. Therefore, this study combines population 
growth with potential IS area growth to predict the impact of future 
population growth on the ecological environment of Zhanjiang City.

Based on the predicted population expansion through 2035, the 
impervious equilibrium area is computed. After the expansion of IS, 
the area’s general ecological quality will not be impacted. This amount 
is referred to as the imperviousness level metric. Current population, 
current IS area, current population density, planned future population, 
and planned future population density are among the factors used in 
the determination of the imperviousness level metric. The model is 
developed as follows:

 
A a p kp= ∗ ∗

 (13)

 a A Pc C= /  (14)

 K D Dc p= /  (15)

where A is the estimated balance amount of total impervious surface 
area, where Ac is the current impervious surface area, Pc is the current 
population, Dc is the current population density, and Dp is the 
planned future population density.
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2.5. Relevance of impervious surface and 
RSEI

Analyzing the functional relationship between the RSEI and 
impervious areas is an important prerequisite for predicting the ecological 
impact of urban development planning in Zhanjiang. In this paper, based 
on land use data and RSEI value in 2000, 2005, 2009, 2015, and 2020, 
we used a one-dimensional linear regression method to quantify the 
functional relationship between the percentage of impervious area and 
the RSEI through spss software to predict the possible impact of future 
construction activities on the environmental quality of the study area 
(Hanqiu et al., 2019).

3. Results and analysis

3.1. Factor attributes

According to Table 2, which shows the eigenvalue contribution 
rate for each year as well as the loadings of the four ecological 
indicators in various main components in 2000, 2005, 2009, 2015, 
and 2020, the Eigenvalue of the four indices is concentrated in 
PC1. 67.9, 71.1, 59.1, 75.6, and 75.2%, respectively, of the 
contributions to the PC1 eigenvalue in the years 2000, 2005, 2009, 
2015, and 2020. The four indices’ loadings are clearly symmetrical 
in PC1, with WET and NDVI having positive loadings and LST 
and NDBSI having negative loadings. This shows that ecosystem 
quality is positively impacted by humidity and greenness and 
negatively impacted by dryness and high heat indices. The 
outcome is essentially in accordance with the actual situation. As 
a result, the first principle component served as the foundation 
for this study’s RSEI.

3.2. Ecological status

Table 3 shows that from 2000 to 2020, the RSEI went from 0.579 
to 0.601, an increase of about 2.2%. One of them, the RSEI index, 
showed no change from 2005 to 2009, a 3.1% increase from 2000 to 
2005, a 1.7% increase from 2009 to 2015, and a 0.1% decrease from 
2015 to 2020. With a maximum value of 0.684 in 2015, the average 
correlation between NDVI and RSEI—which compares the four 
ecological indicators—is the greatest at 0.642. The average correlation 
between the four ecological indicators LST and RSEI is lower, at 0.435, 
with the minimum values occurring in 2015 at 0.395. The average 
correlation scores for the last two indicators are 0.575 and 0.596.

The spatial distribution of RSEI values in Zhanjiang city in 2000, 
2005, 2009, 2015, and 2020 is shown in Figure  2. As can be  seen, 
between 2000 and 2009, places with poor ecological conditions were 
primarily distributed in coastal urban areas and the north, while areas 
with better ecological conditions were primarily spread in the center and 
southern areas. The northern region’s ecological environment quality 
has increased between 2000 and 2005. Nonetheless, the ecological 
condition of the northern region declined between 2005 and 2009. The 
RSEI values’ spatial distribution is similar between 2015 and 2020. 
Urbanized coastal areas tend to have places with a worse natural 
environment. In general, Zhanjiang City’s center and southeast regions 
have superior ecological conditions than its coastal metropolitan districts.

Table 4 displays the ecological environment quality in Zhanjiang 
City for the years 2000, 2005, 2009, 2015, and 2020. In general, the 
ecological conditions are good or exceptional in more than 60% of 
Zhanjiang City’s areas. In terms of proportion, the distribution of 
grades in 2000, 2005, and 2009 is similar. Also, the percentages of each 
grade’s natural environment are similar between 2015 and 2020. In 
Zhanjiang, the percentage of bad ecological quality declined by 5% 
from 2009 to 2015, while the percentage of good ecological quality 

TABLE 2 Results of the principal component analysis of each index in each year.

Year Principal component NDVI WET NDBSI LST Percent correlation 
Eigen value (%)

2000

PC1 0.504 0.470 −0.400 −0.604 0.679

PC2 −0.337 0.676 0.632 −0.174 0.207

PC3 0.645 −0.342 0.663 −0.166 0.098

2005

PC1 0.514 0.420 −0.465 −0.586 0.711

PC2 0.429 −0.728 −0.480 0.235 0.195

PC3 0.575 −0.231 0.743 −0.251 0.079

2009

PC1 0.522 0.432 −0.372 −0.635 0.591

PC2 −0.096 0.466 0.842 −0.255 0.214

PC3 0.718 −0.575 0.391 −0.029 0.174

2015

PC1 0.532 0.427 −0.563 −0.466 0.756

PC2 0.322 −0.643 0.325 −0.614 0.162

PC3 0.690 −0.322 −0.119 0.637 0.075

2020

PC1 0.559 0.411 −0.593 −0.408 0.752

PC2 0.277 −0.617 0.298 −0.674 0.171

PC3 0.658 −0.423 −0.096 0.615 0.070
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rose by 5%. As a result, Zhanjiang City’s total ecological environment 
quality has improved since 2009, with the places with poor ecological 
quality seeing the most improvement.

According to the RSEI values and using equal intervals, the 
study region was categorized into five categories in Figure  3: 
excellent, good, medium, fairly poor, and poor. The majority of 

the regions with a pretty low grade are found in coastal towns, 
demonstrating that human activities have a negative impact on the 
ecological quality. The southeast and center regions of the country 
tend to have the best ecological conditions. Since this area 
contains forest land, it is clear that vegetation positively affects the 
ecological quality.

3.3. Spatiotemporal ecological changes

The RSEI values of Zhanjiang City were differed for 5 periods 
in order to further study the temporal and spatial variations in 
ecological environmental quality in Zhanjiang City from 2000 to 
2020. The differential results were graded. Table  5 shows the 
changes in Zhanjiang City’s ecological environment quality and 
its percentage during a 20-year period. The percentage of 
Zhanjiang City’s ecological environment that was significantly 
better and significantly worse over the course of the five periods 

TABLE 3 The mean value of RSEI and mean correlation between RSEI and 
each index in different years.

Year NDVI WET NDBSI LST RSEI_mean

2000 0.611 0.572 0.475 0.427 0.579

2005 0.628 0.564 0.450 0.400 0.597

2009 0.622 0.563 0.434 0.550 0.597

2015 0.684 0.592 0.499 0.395 0.607

2020 0.666 0.585 0.502 0.403 0.601

Mean value 0.642 0.575 0.472 0.435 0.596

FIGURE 2

Remote sensing Ecological Index from 2000 to 2020; (A) Remote sensing Ecological Index in 2000, (B) Remote sensing Ecological Index in 2005, 
(C) Remote sensing Ecological Index in 2009, (D) Remote sensing Ecological Index in 2015, (E) Remote sensing Ecological Index in 2020.
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is quite close to 30%. Around 7% of changes are for the better, 
whereas 7% are for the worse. Overall, the percentage of Zhanjiang 
City’s ecological environment that is better than significantly 
worse is significantly higher, whereas this is not the case for the 
time periods 2005 to 2009 and 2015 to 2020, where the percentage 
of ecological environment that is better than significantly worse 
is lower. In Zhanjiang, the percentages of a better and substantially 
better ecological environment quality during the last 20 years are 
6.47 and 38.38%, respectively. These percentages are somewhat 
higher than those of a poorer and significantly worse ecological 
environment quality. This suggests that in 2020, Zhanjiang City’s 
ecological environment quality has increased compared to 2000.

According to Figure 4, there were similar regional variations in 
ecological quality between 2000 and 2005 and 2009 and 2015, with the 
northern portion of Zhanjiang experiencing significantly better 
ecological quality and the southern region experiencing significantly 
worse ecological quality. The areas with significantly worse ecological 
quality occur in the northern part of Zhanjiang, while the areas with 
significantly better ecological quality primarily occur in the southern 
part of the city, which is a similar pattern to the spatial changes in 
ecological quality from 2005 to 2009 and from 2015 to 2020. In the 
southern region and coastal urban area, the ecological environment’s 
quality has declined.

3.4. Relation between impervious surface 
and RSEI

Using the RSEI index as the dependent variable and the percentage 
of impervious surface area in the study area as the independent 
variable, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed to obtain 
the following relationship equation.

 
100 54 69 1 18 0 66∗ = − ∗ =( )Rsei IS R. . .

 (16)

Equation (12) shows that R is greater than 0.6, indicating that the 
whole equation has a high agreement with the original data. The 
negative sign of the coefficient of IS indicates that impervious surfaces 
have a bad impact on environmental quality. The p < 0.1 significance 
test was passed in the regression equation, indicating that it is an 
important influence on regional environmental quality, influencing 
factors. According to model 16, as long as the percentage of 
impervious surfaces in the study area increases by 10% (e.g., from 20 
to 30%), the RSEI value will decrease by 0.118.

3.5. Prediction of RSEI in 2035

According to the Zhanjiang City 2035 planning, the population 
growth and area expansion planned for 2035 are available at this stage. 
Therefore, this paper predicts the impact of population growth on 
ecological quality by linking population growth to IS increase based 
on the previous relationship between the two variables.

Zhanjiang City has a planned maximum population of 10 million 
in 2035 and a population density of 679 persons/km2. According to 
the census data, the area has a population of 7.03 million in 2020 and 
a density of 576 persons/km2. This study shows that the IS area and T
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the average RSEI of the area in 2020 are 470.53 km2 and 0.758 km2. 
These data are the inputs to the estimation model.

The expected value of the total IS area was first estimated using 
Eq. (13), and the results were subsequently used as input to Eq. (16) 
as a way to predict the RSEI in 2035.

The results show that the projected value of Eq. (16) for the total 
IS area of Zhanjiang City is 511 km2. The mean value of RSEI in 2035 
projected using this quantity is 0.488.

4. Discussion

Some academics analyze the relationship between population 
and ecological environment because they predict that increasing 

populations would result in resource shortages, exacerbate 
environmental contamination, and put more strain on ecosystems 
(Chen et al., 2009). According to some scholars, large-scale urban 
development not only modifies the original natural environment, 
causing significant ecological changes that make it easier to 
trigger geological disasters like landslides, debris flows, and soil 
erosion, but also causes cities to produce heat islands that have 
varying degrees of an impact on the natural environment around 
them (He et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). The interaction of many 
components in the ecological environment is currently being 
given more attention in academic circles (Ping and Fang, 2014; 
Zhong et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2016). Analysis reveals that the 
contribution level of a single factor is greatly outweighed by the 
interaction effect of numerous factors. Our research offers a 

FIGURE 3

Remote sensing Ecological Index Grading from 2000 to 2020; (A) Remote sensing Ecological Index Grading in 2000, (B) Remote sensing Ecological 
Index Grading in 2005, (C) Remote sensing Ecological Index Grading in 2009, (D) Remote sensing Ecological Index Grading in 2015, (E) Remote 
sensing Ecological Index Grading in 2020.
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comparatively thorough identification approach for carefully 
taking into account numerous governance-related criteria. The 
RSEI integrates four factors, greenness, humidity, dryness and 
heat, which can more accurately represent the ecological 
environment quality of Zhanjiang City.

The findings of this study (Figure 2) are similar with those the 
study of Wang et al.’s (2022), arable land and impermeable surfaces 
tend to have a lower RSEI, wetlands and forests tend to correspond 
to higher RSEI values, and grasslands have RSEI values in the 
middle. In general, RSEI can more correctly describe the 
ecological environment quality of Zhanjiang. These show that the 
trend of ecological environmental quality is related to 
land-use types.

Table 3 shows the mean values of NDVI, WET, NDBSI and LST 
in 2000, 2005, 2009, 2015, and 2020. From the Table 3, it can be seen 
that the trend of NDVI change is similar to the trend of RSEI values 
in Zhanjiang City, which shows an increase in 2000–2015 and a 
decrease from 2015 to 2020. This indicates that, among these four 
indicators, the RSEI values are mainly influenced by NDVI. The other 
three indicators have less influence.

In this study, spass software was used to perform univariate linear 
regression between the impervious area and the RSEI value in the fifth 
period, and the Eq. (16), in which the impervious area showed a 
negative correlation with RSEI, and the RSEI value decreased with the 
increase of the impervious area. This is consistent with the results of 
Xu’s (2013) study.

Although this study can relatively objectively analyze the changes 
in ecological environment quality in Zhanjiang City through RSEI, 
and objectively predict the RSEI values in 2035 based on the regression 
model of impervious planning area and RSEI values. However, there 
are shortcomings in the study.

The atmosphere, vegetation, water system, temperature, and 
population diversity are also causes of changes in ecological 
environment quality, and the driving mechanism of the above 
factors on ecological environment quality changes still needs to 
be  studied. If future studies can consider other ecological 
indicators comprehensively, the ecological environment quality of 
Zhanjiang City can be evaluated more comprehensively.

Due to the cloud cover in some areas of the study area and the 
presence of a small amount of water bodies, the data were de-clouded 
and masked with water bodies. As a result, there are a few blank image 
elements in Figures 2–4.

There are large areas of mudflat wetlands in the study area, 
and there are certain differences in the area and extent of water 
bodies in different seasons, which have certain effects on the 
moisture factor and water body mask extraction. The time range 
of the image data selected in this study is summer, therefore, the 
RSEI of the study area has some seasonal differences. In the future 
development, the seasonality of ecological regions can 
be  considered so that the RSEI can monitor the quality of 
ecological environment more comprehensively.

5. Conclusion

This study takes Zhanjiang City as the study area and constructs 
the Zhanjiang City Ecological Environment Evaluation System-RSEI 
model. The findings of the study are as follows.T
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 (1) The contribution rates of the first principal components of 
the RSEI constructed in this paper are all over 59%, and in 
PC1, the eigenvalue signs of the greenness index and the 
humidity index are positive and play a positive role in 
ecological environment quality assessment, while the 
eigenvalue signs of the dryness index and the heat index are 
negative and play a negative role in ecological environment 
quality assessment. Spatially speaking, the areas with high 
RSEI values were distributed in the central and southeastern 
regions of Zhanjiang City, and the land use types in these 
areas were mainly forests. In contrast, the RSEI index is low 
in the eastern coastal area, which is the central urban area 

of Zhanjiang and is a type of building land. In summary, the 
effect of the four ecological indicators on the quality of the 
ecological environment is in line with the actual basic 
situation. The RSEI index can accurately and 
comprehensively assess the ecological environment quality 
of Zhanjiang city.

 (2) From 2000 to 2020, the RSEI values were 0.579, 0.597, 0.597, 0.607, 
and 0.601, respectively, showing a trend of “rising-falling.” 
According to the analysis of the difference between the remote 
sensing ecological index in 2000 and 2020, the ecological 
environment quality of Zhanjiang City has improved in the last 
20 years.

FIGURE 4

Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city from 2000 to 2020, (A) Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city in 2000, 
(B) Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city in 2005, (C) Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city in 2009, 
(D) Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city in 2015, (E) Space change of ecological environment in Zhanjiang city in 2020.
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 (3) According to the regression model of impervious area and 
RSEI obtained from the study area’s population planning and 
total area planning in 2035, if the impervious planning area is 
4.196% of the total planning area, obtain the 2035 Zhanjiang 
City RSEI forecast value of 0.488.
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